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ALOHA. Are you ready to hit the beaches in Hawaii? 

There’s probably no  better place on Earth for scuba diving, 

snorkeling, and surfing!

But Hawaii is much more than just fun in the sun. Before you 

jump in the water, take a quick tour of this fascinating U.S. state 

– the 50th state of the Union.
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USA
From Los Angeles, CA
To Honolulu, Hawaii 
2,560 miles (4,121 km)From Honolulu, Hawaii

To Tokyo, Japan 
3,857 miles (6,207 km)

Hawaii

From Honolulu, Hawaii 
to Sydney, Australia  
5,064 miles (8,150 km)

Pacific Ocean

HAWAII IS LOCATED in the Pacific Ocean, 2,560 miles (4,121 km) from

Los Angeles, California. It is an archipelago made up of 132 islands, atolls,

and reefs. It stretches more than 1,500 miles (2,414 km) from the Big Island

of Hawaii to the Kure Atoll in the northwest.

Hawaii consists of eight main islands, but people live on only seven of them.

You can read more about the islands of Hawaii starting on page 11.



HAWAII CONSISTS OF EIGHT MAIN ISLANDS, although people live on

only seven of them.

The island of Kahoolawe is the smallest of the eight islands and is uninhabited.

No one lives there full time.

Niihau is the smallest of the inhabited islands. It is about the size of Washington,

D.C., or only slightly bigger than Bermuda. Only about 100 people live there.

On the next pages, you can read about the other islands, including Hawaii (aka the

Big Island), Maui, Oahu, Kauai, Molokai, and Lanai.
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The flag of Hawaii is the only U.S. flag to 

feature the flag of a foreign country. The 

Union Jack of the United Kingdom is on 

the top-left of the flag in this picture.

Kauai

Oahu

Lanai

Maui

Hawaii
Kahoolawe

Niihau

Molokai
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The Big Island
At-a-Glance

(Largest Hawaiian Island)
Land Area: 4,028 sq. mi. (10,430 

km2)

Populations: 185,079

Largest City: Hilo (say: he-low)

Fun Fact: The Kilauea Volcano is 

on the Big Island and is one of 

the most active volcanoes in the 

world. 

THE NAME OF THE 

STATE IS HAWAII.  

But Hawaii’s biggest 

island is also called 

Hawaii. So it can 

become a little 

confusing. That’s why 

most people call the 

island of Hawaii the Big 

Island. It just makes 

everything easier to 

understand.

So, how big is the Big 

Island? Well, it is 

almost twice as large in 

size as the rest of the 

main islands put 

together. (See chart on 

page 10.) It is about half 

the size of the state of 

New Jersey or about the 

same size as the island 

of Jamaica.

On the Big Island, Akaka Falls 
is a stunning  442 feet (135 m) 
tall waterfall. 

The Big Island
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Lanai
At-a-Glance

(6th Largest Hawaiian 
Island)

Land Area: 140.5 sq. mi. 

(364 km2)

Population: About 3,000

Fun Fact: Was once known 

as the Pineapple Island 

because it produced more 

than 75% of the world’s 

pineapples. 

The Private Isle

IMAGINE A PLACE where there is not a single traffic light in the whole 

town – or, in this case, on the whole island. 

That place is Lanai, the sixth largest of the eight Hawaiian islands and the 

smallest inhabited island in the state of Hawaii. 

In 1922, a man named James Dole purchased Lanai. Soon, the little island 

was producing 75 percent of all the pineapple in the world. In October 

1992, the final harvest of pineapple took place on Lanai.

Today, there’s plenty to do in Lanai – from watching turtles and Spinner 

dolphins at Hulopoe Beach to swimming with dolphins, to visiting 

Shipwreck Beach where you’ll find this old Navy fuel barge (see above).
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Things for Keiki (Kids) 

to Do in Hawaii

1 VISIT THE UNDERWATER WORLD of Hawaii’s most beautiful 

sea life at Maui Ocean Center. You’ll see manta rays, sharks, and 

hundreds of other Hawaiian fish at this large tropical aquarium. 

2

GO FOR A THRILLING zipline 
tour on the slopes of Haleakala 
volcano on Piiholo Ranch on Maui..  

Chapter 3

SNORKEL with green sea 
turtles (honu) on Oahu’s 
North Shore. 

LEARN TO KITEBOARD on Maui on 
Kite Beach, probably the best known 
kiteboarding beach in the world. 
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Ride horseback 

to a hidden valley 

waterfall at Silver 

Falls Ranch on 

Kauai. 
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Chapter 4

Statue of Kamehameha I (aka Kamehameha 
the Great), the founder and first ruler of the 
Kingdom of Hawaii . 
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THERE IS PROBABLY NOTHING more truly “Hawaiian” than a luau. (Say: 

LOO-ow.)

In old Hawaii, a luau was a great celebration that would often last for days to honor 

ancestral gods with song, dance, and food.

Today, a luau celebrates accomplishments, honors important people, and 

commemorates great events, like high school graduations or weddings.

It is a fun time to enjoy family and friends with traditional Hawaiian food and 

authentic Hawaiian music, not to mention some fabulous dancers doing (what else?) 

the hula or fire dance. 
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HAWAII IS HOME to some amazing wildlife. Many of the animals 

are found only in Hawaii. They are endemic to the state. On the next 

three pages, you can read about some famous animals of Hawaii. 
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GREEN SEA TURTLE

The Green Sea Turtle, called honu in Hawaii, is the most common sea turtle 

in the waters of Hawaii. These large, gentle marine reptiles are typically 2-3 

feet in shell length and weigh about 350 lbs (158.7 kg). 

Sea turtles don’t like crowds of people. So, they might be hard to spot on the 

beach. But there are national parks on Kauai and the Big Island that provide 

opportunities to see these magnificent creatures. But remember: When in 

the water or on the beach, please stay at least 10 feet (3 m) away from all sea 

turtles. It’s for your safety and the animal’s protection.

3 Fun Facts About Sea Turtles

1. Sea turtles are air breathing 

reptiles. That means they need to 

come up to the surface every so 

often to breathe. 

2. When a turtle is resting, it can hold 

its breath for two hours or more.

3. Sea turtles can swim at speeds of 

25 mph or more.  
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